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Borderlands Co-operative Ltd. 

2 Minona Street, Hawthorn 

P.O. Box 3079, Auburn 3123 

Victoria AUSTRALIA 

(03) 9819 3239 Fax: (03) 9819 3439 

borders@borderlands.org.au  

www.borderlands.org.au  

 Dear members, shareholders and friends  of the Borderlands 
Cooperative… 

It’s timely to let all of you know how things are evolving around and 

in the Cooperative and how we’re going with the move, the packing 

up, and whatever other news may seem relevant … we certainly 

don’t want to ‘lose’ you as you’re thinking that we’re disappearing 

from the landscape… whilst the landscape may change a bit, we are 

determined to continue to do the work we committed ourselves to 21 

years ago: changing the world a bit for the better (and more 

‘sustainable’) every positive relational act at a time…  

The last weeks before the end of 2018 were rather fully occupied 

with packing… our library of about 16,000 books, the shelves and 

furniture which filled two large rooms, which (as many of you will 

remember) have housed so many gatherings and learning and work 

and events and which now feel much larger than they did and which 

have been painted uniform hospital-white… The books and ‘stuff’ 

are meanwhile stored in a few rooms graciously offered us by Victo-

ria University and after several weeks of packing, we managed to get 

everything west-wards in three truckloads… Thank-you to the 15 or 

so members and friends who assisted in this mammoth undertaking! 

Interestingly, if things work out with our friends from The Farmer’s 

Place Experience’ and Closed Loop and their negotiations with 

Council and developers, we’ll be moving next door to where our 

books are now waiting for us to re-join them… help us cross fingers!  

As promised, as more news becomes available, we will let you 

know… Meanwhile, we had our 2018 AGM on the 30th of Novem-

ber and elected several new Directors; our group now consists of 

Lesley Shuttleworth, John McKenzie, Rene Sephton and myself (the 

‘old guard’) and  Ashley Mallett-Wallace, Brendan Busch, Daniel 

De Bruin and Monica Knoll (the newly elected)…. The addition of 

the latter four new directors dropped the average age of the Board by 

several decades and we’re REALLY happy about that... 

 

Other than that, we have entered a new year and here’s hoping that 

2019 offers a—at least—a slight improvement on the previous few 

years… I think we deserve a bit of a better year… (and so does our 

planet, by the way…). Borderlands will continue to be involved in 

the initiatives and activities we have been busy with for the last 21 

years… even if we can’t really use the familiar surrounds of Au-

gustine/Habitat/Swell anymore, we will join up with other organisa-

tions and individuals and we’ll find places to keep going and invite 

you to join us in… Several events are included in this newsletter and 

we hope that they will be occasions where many of you will show up 

so we can continue the conversation ‘life’…  
 
Please get in touch if you have any questions, contributions, ideas 

and suggestions also for possible projects, events, programs we 

could start in the coming months…. Looking forward to seeing, and/

or reading and/or hearing from you! 

 
Jacques Boulet for the Borderlands Board 

Newsletter Deadlines 
 

This newsletter is to inform you of all  

the Borderlands happenings.  

We need your input!  

Please send articles or details of your latest 

events etc. (preferably in electronic format) to 

the Editor at:               

borders@borderlands.org.au     
 

Deadline for the next issue :  

15th of February 2019 

JOIN ONE OF OUR WORK-

SHOPS, WALKS OR CON-

VERSATIONS IN 2019  

All of our activities are fo-

cussed on restoring our capa-

bilities for relating, re-

connecting us with our place in 

the natural world and with one 

another and our-selves. We will 

continue to offer these as soon 

as we have ‘settled’ in our new 

place… 

 

 Nora Bateson workshops & 

presentations 23rd & 24th 

February 

 Earth & Peace Conference 

on the 23rd and 24th April 

 

More details inside and in the 

February Newsletter. 
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Published by Borderlands Cooperative 
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www.borderlands.org.au   
 

Editor:  Jacques Boulet   

Admin. and other support:  

 Martha Hills & Lesley Shuttleworth  

Please send artwork, articles, letters, poetry, 

creative writing, for inclusion in the newsletter.   

New Community 2018 
 

It would be lovely if our readers would spread the 

news about this journal and help us increase the 

number of subscribers…  
  
And please get writing! We need your contribu-

tions for this journal to be a true Community 

journal. 

Article guidelines or requesting a  

subscription can be obtained by 

contacting us by: 

Email: ncq@borderlands.org.au  

Facebook: New Community or call  

Borderlands: (03) 9819 3239 
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 IN THIS ISSUE… 
 

P. 1 Editorial 

 

P. 2 News from the New Community 

 

P. 3 Fight for Life https://rebellion.earth/ 

 

P. 4 Nora Bateson presents in February 

 

P. 5 Active in the real and virtual world(s) 

 

P. 6  Earth and Peace conference in April 

 

P. 7—8  Ten Grim Climate Scenarios  
 

P. 9—10 The Invention of a New Kind of 

Political Party in Sweden 
 

P. 10—11 'It's more than a drinking hole': 

Small community pitch in to buy the only 

pub in town 

P. 12 ‘Return to Majaddin’ and other publica-

tions 

P. 13 Mohamed Mouelhy’s reminders... 

P. 14-15 Membership forms 

P.16 Anitra Nelson’s new book 

 New Community 
CALL FOR ARTICLES 

Volume 16, #1, Issue 61 (March 2018) 

Community Development and Health: reconnecting the dots 

Now in press 
 
Volume 16, #2, Issue 62 (June 2018) 

Talking about the ‘social’ media and the internet… are they ‘good’ 

for ‘community’ and its ‘development’…?  Now in press 

 
Volume 16, #3, Issue 63 (October 2018) 

Community and Diversity… a matter of survival  Now in press 
 
Volume 16, #4 Issue 64 
What do we mean with ‘inclusion’? Community and people of different 

abilities (including the ‘ageing’… (to become available end January)  
 
Volume 17, #1 Issue 65 (appearing in February 2019) 
 Safe Communities for Women and their children 
 

The first issue of 2019 will be dedicated to documenting and evaluat-

ing/discussing projects dedicated to community development-based 

prevention of domestic and general violence against women; with Dr 

Liz Orr, the project leader of the action-research support initiative 

funded and auspiced by Australia’s National Research Organisation for 

Women’s Safety (ANROWS) we have invited submissions from the 

Findings of their Building Safe Communities for Women and Their 

Children Action Research Support Initiative and would invite others 

who are not working in this context but have comparable projects or 

programs to submit their work. We consider this a very important 

theme for community development as well as for the ongoing ap-

proaches to the prevention of violence because the last several years 

(indeed, decades) have witnessed a gradual lessening of community 

approaches to prevention with intervention now more focusing on cu-

rative and punitive approaches  

 
Volume 17 #2 Issue 66 (Submissions due: May 30, 2019) 
 
Commercialising disability services: NDIS and the community 

https://rebellion.earth/
http://www.newcq.org/index.html
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News from the Borderlands & Social 

Developers’ Network partnership 
 

Borderlands manages the community grants program 

for NED Inc. which is closely allied with the Social De-

velopers Network (SDN) with which we have had a 

long association.   

 
NED Inc. supports individuals and small organisations 

by funding projects which align with its broad goals of  

building a  life-enhancing, inclusive ethos; improving 

linkages, mutual acceptance and co-operation; max-

imising our human potential; steering ourselves effec-

tively and collectively towards a future for our planet, 

and promoting and supporting Restorative Practice. 

 
NED Inc. favours programs or projects that: “fall be-

tween the cracks” of other funding sources; are not 

associated with well-established organisations with 

significant reserves and /or who are capable of raising 

their own funds; and are not eligible for funding from 

government or other sources. 

 
For more information contact Lesley at Bor-

derlands on (03) 9819 3239 Mobile 0428 488 215 

or e-mail  

lesley@borderlands.org.au 

Fight for Life https://rebellion.earth/  
 

Kate Raworth—whose Doughnut Economics certainly has shaken up the social and ecological change 

communities https://www.kateraworth.com/?subscribe=success#498— has become part of the ‘Extinction 

Rebellion’ movement in the UK and elsewhere (including our brave schoolkids !) which, with non-violent 

means, is now getting out on the streets and vocally and ‘physically’ bring their protest against ‘business as 

usual’ to the attention of all, especially governments and businesses. Their website is REALLY worth ex-

ploring… it starts with an almost one hour long explanation why we cannot possibly wait any more until 

our ‘leaders’ and the interests they represent (and which are not ‘our’ interests nor those of our planet!) de-

cide to become serious about climate… Here are some excerpts… 

 

We are facing an unprecedented global emergency. The government has failed to protect us. To survive, 

it’s going to take everything we’ve got. 

 

Our demands: 

 
1. The Government must tell the truth about the climate and wider ecological emergency, reverse 

inconsistent policies and work alongside the media to communicate with citizens. 

2. The Government must enact legally binding policy measures to reduce carbon emissions to net 

zero by 2025 and to reduce consumption levels. 

3. A national Citizen’s Assembly to oversee the changes, as part of creating a democracy fit for 

purpose. 

 

We’re not waiting any more; full stop. We will put the laws on the table which are necessary to achieve 

this. We intend to legally anchor the regenerative and redistributive economy rather than the endless 

palavers about why it can’t and won’t succeed. 

Our task is the redesign all institutions so that they 

function according to the various processes and 

circularities of the living world. That is what the 

circular economy really is. It is not a fashionable 

word covering some extra recycling, it means a 

fundamental reform of the construct of the 

economy. To change the existing construct, we need 

laws and regulations. De European Union could 

become the world leader of such new construct. 

European rules still do have an impact in—at the 

present still 28—countries. It is a good starting 

point. 

 

Take—for example—the financial system. There’s a 

lot of talk about the sustainability of the financial 

sector. Well, afinancial systeem is only really 

sustainable when it is line with the only set of laws 

we cannot change, those of the earth system. We 

don’t control the climate – we can change it, but we 

don’t control or dominate that change— we don’t 

control the water cycle nor the nitrogen cycle. 

 

(for more, see the https://rebellion.earth/ website 

and read Kate Raworth’s book or watch any of her 

many videos) 

mailto:lesley@borderlands.org.au
https://rebellion.earth/
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JOIN ONE OF OUR WORKSHOPS, WALKS OR CONVERSA-

TIONS IN 2019  

All of our activities are focussed on restoring our capabilities for re-

lating, re-connecting us with our place in the natural world and with 

one another and our-selves. We will continue to offer these as soon 

as we have ‘settled’ in our new place... 

Nora Bateson, award-winning filmmaker, writer, researcher and 
educator, and President of the International Bateson Institute 
(IBI) in Sweden. Her work asks “How we can improve our percep-
tion of the complexity we live within, so we may improve our 
interaction with the world?”. An international lecturer, Nora 
wrote, directed and produced the documentary An Ecology of 
Mind, a portrait of her father, Gregory Bateson. She is author of 
Small Arcs in Wider Circles ( 2016—www.triarchypress.net) a 
revolutionary personal approach to the study of systems and 
complexity is the core text of the Harvard University LILA pro-
gram 2017-18. Her new book, Warm Data, will be released in 
2019 also @ Triarchy Press. Her work brings the fields of biology, 
cognition, art, psychology, anthropology and information tech-
nology together into a study of the patterns in ecology of living 

systems. 

An impressive team of international thinkers, scientists and artists were brought together by the IBI to gen-
erate an innovative form of inquiry, which Nora coined “Transcontextual Research” and the corresponding 
new form of information she dubbed: “Warm Data”. A group process ‘Warm Data Lab’ is the public out-
reach model of this research and supports: "... contextual mutual learning through interaction ...." 

Her work, which has been presented at the world’s top universities, is described as: “offering audiences a 
lens through which to see the world that effects not only the way we see, but also the way we think”. 
Nora’s work in facilitating cross-disciplinary discussions is part of her research into what she calls “the ecol-
ogy of the conversation”.  

Nora Bateson will visit Melbourne during the last few weeks of February 2019; she has been invited to 
speak at the MAV (Municipal Association of Victoria) and a group of locals is partnering with CERES and 
Borderlands (‘us’)  to organise two workshops with her.  The two workshops will be held on Saturday 23rd 
and Sunday 24th of February; details about cost will be made available soon and confirmation about the 
locations  and times will be included in the next Borderlands Newsletter. Or call Daryl or Borderlands 
(see below) 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: Daryl Taylor on 0497097047 or taylor.daryl.r@gmail.com      or  

      Borderlands on 03 98193239  or  borders@borderlands.org.au   

Who’s Missing? 

Transcending Differences, Objects and 
Boundaries—Trans-generational and  

Trans-sectional Dialogue 

What’s Missing?  

Why are we so lacking in our ability to relate 
with, inquire into, understand, and embrace 

mental illness?  
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The two ends of the continuum of our everyday lives…. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Another world is not only possible, she is on her way. On a quiet day, 

I can hear her breathing.” (Arundhati Roy)    
 

***** 

(Below is a special story to provide some alternative words of wisdom to reflect upon as 2019 has ar-

rived (and as our partner the NEW COMMUNITY journal just published an issue on Social Media and 

Community (Development) a quite appropriate ‘rejoinder’… It was sent by our member Yoland 

Wadsworth—who discovered it in the Uniting Church Boronia (Vic) Newsletter….) 

 

"For those of our generation who do not use and cannot comprehend why Facebook exists: I am 

trying to make friends outside of Facebook while applying the same principles. 

 

Therefore, every day I walk down the street and tell passers-by what I have eaten, how I feel at the 

moment, what I have done the night before, what I will do later, and with whom. 

 

I give the pictures of my family, my dog, and of me gardening, taking things apart in the garage, 

watering the  lawn, standing in front of the landmarks, driving around town, having lunch, and do-

ing what anybody and everybody does every day. 

 

I also listen to their conversations, give them 'thumbs up' and tell them I like them. 

 

And it works just like Facebook. I already have four people following me: two police officers, a pri-

vate investigator, and a psychiatrist". 
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Ten Grim Climate Scenarios If Global Temperatures Rise Above 1.5 Degrees Celsius  

By Lorraine Chow, Independent Media Institute 

(Produced by Earth | Food | Life, a project of the Independent Media Institute, originally published by Truthout) 
 

The summer of 2018 was intense: deadly wildfires, persistent drought, killer floods and record-breaking heat. Although 

scientists exercise great care before linking individual weather events to climate change, the rise in global temperatures 

caused by human activities has been found to increase the severity, likelihood and duration of such conditions. Globally, 

2018 is the fourth-hottest year on record. Only 2015, 2016 and 2017 were hotter. The Paris climate agreement aims to hold 

temperature rise below 1.5 to 2 degrees Celsius, but if humankind carries on its business-as-usual approach to climate 

change, there’s a 93% chance we’re barrelling toward a world that is 4 degrees Celsius warmer by the end of the century, a 

potentially catastrophic level of warming. 

In 1992, 1,700 scientists around the world issued a chilling “warning to humanity.” The infamous letter declared that hu-

mans were on a “collision course” with the natural world if they did not rein in their environmentally damaging activities. 

Such apocalyptic thinking might be easy to mock, and not entirely helpful in inspiring political action if end times are nigh. 

In 2017, however, more than 15,000 scientists from 184 countries co-signed their names to an updated—and even bleak-

er—version of the 1992 manifesto. The latest version, titled “World Scientists’ Warning to Humanity: A Second Notice,” 

asserts that most of the environmental challenges raised in the original letter—i.e., depletion of freshwater sources, over-

fishing, plummeting biodiversity, unsustainable human population growth—remain unsolved and are “getting far worse.”  

More recently, President Trump’s own administration released on November 23 the 1,600-page Fourth National Climate 

Assessment, a quadrennial report compiled by 13 federal agencies. This report paints a particularly grim picture, including 

more frequent droughts, floods, wildfires and extreme weather, declining crop yields, the rise of disease-carrying insects 

and rising seas—all of which could reduce U.S. gross domestic product by a tenth by the end of the century. So what we 

saw this summer? Unless humanity gets its act together, we can expect much worse to come. Here’s a peek into our cli-

mate-addled future. 
 

1. Species Extinction 
The Amazon, one of the most biodiverse places on Earth, could lose about 70% of its plant and amphibian species and 

more than 60% of its birds, mammals and reptile species from unchecked climate change, according to a 2018 study by the 

University of East Anglia, the James Cook University and World Wildlife Fund (WWF), which analysed the impact of cli-

mate change on nearly 80,000 species of plants, birds, mammals, reptiles and amphibians inhabiting the WWF’s 35 

“Priority Places” for conservation. The study’s most alarming projection was for the Miombo Woodlands in central and 

Southern Africa, one of the priority places most vulnerable to climate change. If global temperatures rose 4.5 degrees Celsi-

us, the researchers projected the loss of 90% of amphibians and 80% or more of plants, birds, mammals and reptiles. This 

incredible loss of biodiversity affects humans, too: “This is not simply about the disappearance of certain species from par-

ticular places, but about profound changes to ecosystems that provide vital services to hundreds of millions of people.”  

 

2. Food Insecurity and Nutritional Deficiencies 
While climate change could actually benefit colder parts of the world with longer growing seasons, tropical and subtropical 

regions in Africa, South America, India and Europe could lose vast chunks of arable land. For coastal countries, rising seas 

could inundate farming land and drinking water with salt. Staple crops such as wheat, rice, maize and soybeans, which pro-

vide two-thirds of the world’s caloric intake, are sensitive to temperature and precipitation and to rising atmospheric con-

centrations of carbon dioxide. A sweeping 2017 study showed that every degree-Celsius of warming will reduce average 

global yields of wheat by 6%, rice by 3.2%, maize by 7.4% and soybeans by 3.1%. 

 

3. Farewell to Coastal Cities and Island Nations 
Unless we cut heat-trapping greenhouse gases, scientists predict sea levels could rise up to 3 feet by 2100, according to the 

IPCC Fifth Assessment report. This could bring high tides and surges from strong storms, and be devastating for the mil-

lions of people living in coastal areas. The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) published a report 

earlier this year that predicted parts of Miami, New York City and San Francisco could flood every day by 2100, under a 

sea-level rise scenario of 3 feet. Entire countries could also be swallowed by the sea due to global warming. Kiribati, a na-

tion consisting of 33 atolls and reef islands in the South Pacific, is expected to be one of the first. 
 
4. Social Conflict and Mass Migration 
In 2017, David Wallace-Wells wrote an alarming essay called “The Uninhabitable Earth” that focused almost entirely on 

worst-case climate scenarios. With diminished resources and increased migration caused by flooding, “social conflict could 

more than double this century.” The World Bank did conclude in March 2018 that water scarcity, crop failure and rising sea 

levels could displace 143 million people by 2050. The report focused on Sub-Saharan Africa, South Asia and Latin Ameri-

ca, 55% of the developing world’s population. The poorest and most climate-vulnerable areas will be hardest hit. 

https://go.ind.media/webmail/546932/308491143/%7b%7b%7burl%7d%7d%7d
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/earth-food-life-/61n8gx/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/ise-above-1-5-degrees-celsius-/61n8h2/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/ybs5sddp/61n8hb/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/articles-nature03089/61n8hd/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/ught-recoveries-taking-longer-/61n8hg/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/ictions-could-be-most-accurate/61n8hj/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/d-scientists-html--W3nbVC2ZPBI/61n8hl/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/nce-article-67-12-1026-4605229/61n8hn/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/2019-01-03/61n8hq/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/2019-01-03/61n8hq/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/climate-us-climate-report-html/61n8hs/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/climate-change-on-biodiversity/61n8hv/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/knowledge-hub-where-we-work-/61n8hx/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/here-we-work-miombo-woodlands-/61n8hz/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/ya7p42bw/61n8j2/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/eases-2017-01-170118082423-htm/61n8j4/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/content-114-35-9326/61n8j6/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/content-114-35-9326/61n8j6/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/report-ar5-syr-/61n8jg/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/s-united-states-climate-change/61n8jj/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/k-higher-ground--noredirect-on/61n8jl/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/-earth-too-hot-for-humans-html/61n8jv/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/handle-10986-29461/61n8jz/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
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5. Lethal Heat 
Today, around 30% of the global population suffers deadly levels of heat and humidity for at least 20 days a year, a 

2017 analysis showed. If emissions continue increasing at current rates, the researchers suggested 74% of the global 

population—three in four people—will experience more than 20 days of lethal heat waves. “Our attitude towards the 

environment has been so reckless that we are running out of good choices for the future,” Camilo Mora of the Uni-

versity of Hawaii at Manoa, the study’s lead author, told National Geographic. 

 

6. Surging Wildfires 
The Camp Fire, which burned more than 150,000 acres in Butte County in November, was the deadliest and most 

destructive fire in California’s history, killing at least 85 people. The Mendocino Complex Fire, which started in July 

and torched roughly 300,000 acres in Northern California, was the largest fire in the state’s modern history. The sec-

ond-largest was 2017’s Thomas Fire, which burned 281,000 acres in Santa Barbara and Ventura counties. But the 

Golden State’s fires will only get worse, according to California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment released by 

the governor’s office in August. If greenhouse gases continue rising, large fires that burn more than 25,000 acres will 

increase by 50% by the end of the century, and the volume of acres that will be burned by wildfires in an average 

year will increase by 77%, the report said. 

 

7. Hurricanes: More Frequent, More Intense 
It’s not currently clear if changes in climate directly led to 2017’s major hurricanes, including Harvey, Irma, Maria 

and Ophelia. What we do know is this: Moist air over warm ocean water is hurricane fuel. “Everything in the atmos-

phere now is impacted by the fact that it’s warmer than it’s ever been,” CNN Senior Meteorologist Brandon Miller 

said. “There’s more water vapour in the atmosphere. The ocean is warmer. And all of that really only pushes the im-

pact in one direction, and that is worse: higher surge in storms, higher rainfall in storms.” NOAA concluded this 

June that, “It is likely that greenhouse warming will cause hurricanes in the coming century to be more intense glob-

ally and have higher rainfall rates than present-day hurricanes.” 

 

8. Melted Polar Ice and Permafrost 
The Arctic is warming at a rate twice as fast as the rest of the planet, and continued loss of ice and snow cover “will 

cause big changes to ocean currents, to circulation of the atmosphere, to fisheries and especially to the air tempera-

ture, which will warm up because there isn’t any ice cooling the surface anymore,” Peter Wadhams, head of the Po-

lar Ocean Physics Group at the University of Cambridge, told Public Radio International. “That will have an effect, 

for instance, on air currents over Greenland, which will increase the melt rate of the Greenland ice sheet.” Not only 

that, frozen Arctic soil—or permafrost—is starting to melt, causing the release of methane, a far more potent green-

house gas than carbon dioxide. It’s said that the permafrost holds 1.8 trillion tons of carbon, more than twice as 

much as is currently suspended in the Earth’s atmosphere.  

9. The Spread of Pathogens 
Disturbingly, permafrost is full of pathogens, and its melting could unleash once-frozen bacteria and viruses, The 

Atlantic reported. In 2016, dozens of people were hospitalized and a 12-year-old boy died after an outbreak of an-

thrax in Siberia. More than 2,000 reindeer were also infected. Anthrax hadn’t been seen in the region for 75 years. 

The cause? Scientists suggested that a heat wave thawed a reindeer carcass that was infected with the disease dec-

ades ago, according to NPR. While we shouldn’t get too frightened about Earth’s once-frozen pathogens wiping us 

out (yet), the warming planet has also widened the geographic ranges of ticks, mosquitoes and other organisms that 

carry disease. 

 

10. Dead Corals 
As the world’s largest carbon sink, our oceans bear the brunt of climate change. But the more carbon it absorbs 

(about 22 million tons a day), the more acidic the waters become. This could put a whole host of marine life at risk, 

including coral reef ecosystems, the thousands of species that depend on them and the estimated 1 billion people 

around the globe who rely on healthy reefs for sustenance and income. According to Science, “Researchers predict 

that with increasing levels of acidification, most coral reefs will be gradually dissolving away by the end of the cen-

tury.” 

 

Half a Degree Matters 
Since the 19th century, the Earth has warmed by 1 degree Celsius. Now, a major IPCC special report released in Oc-

tober warns that even just a half-degree more of warming could be disastrous. “Every extra bit of warming matters, 

especially since warming of 1.5ºC or higher increases the risk associated with long-lasting or irreversible changes, 

such as the loss of some ecosystems,” said Hans-Otto Pörtner, co-chair of IPCC Working Group II; “limiting global 

warming to 1.5°C compared to 2°C could go hand in hand with ensuring a more sustainable and equitable society.” 

https://go.ind.media/e/546932/articles-nclimate3322/61n8k2/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/climate-change-global-warming-/61n8k4/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/y8qfhjmg/61n8k6/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/nes-harvey-and-irma-index-html/61n8kj/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/global-warming-and-hurricanes-/61n8kl/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/-ice-poses-serious-global-risk/61n8kn/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/ases-of-climate-change-544274-/61n8kq/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/ases-of-climate-change-544274-/61n8kq/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/e-result-of-thawing-permafrost/61n8ks/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/-coral-reefs-coral-importance-/61n8kx/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/y8vbtk7h/61n8kz/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/y8vbtk7h/61n8kz/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/sr15-/61n8l4/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
https://go.ind.media/e/546932/precedented-and-urgent-action-/61n8l6/308491143?h=x9jBonC1QUxDstcKJJGHbUx5FNkpyrHkQGQ8W0z8xLo
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The Invention of a New Kind of Political Party in Sweden 
 

Masha Gessen  
 

https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/the-invention-of-a-new-kind-of-political-party-in-sweden  

 

Michael Wernstedt lives in the future, in the centre of Stockholm. It is a “co-living space,” a former hotel now inhabit-

ed by fifty people who share five kitchens and a variety of common spaces on four floors; each tenant also has a bed-

room with a private bathroom. All of it is breathtakingly well-designed and meticulously clean. While Wernstedt and I 

talked, sitting on one of several giant gray couches in one of the common spaces, about a dozen people of different gen-

ders and skin colors (though all roughly in their mid-thirties) shared a casual meal in another. During a recent house 

meeting, Wernstedt told me, someone asked those present to recall the happiest time of their lives—and they all said 

that they were happiest right now. Wernstedt’s vision for the future of Sweden, and democratic politics in general, re-

sembles this house: it is happy, healthy, sustainable, and co-created. 

 

Last week, the co-living space hosted a press conference, during which Wernstedt and two co-organizers announced the 

formation of a new political party, the Initiative. Few people in Sweden have heard of the new party yet, though its old-

er sister, Denmark’s the Alternative, has assembled an impressive constituency in just four years. To register as a party 

in Stockholm, the Initiative had to collect fifty physical, pen-and-ink signatures; it will take another fifteen hundred to 

get on the national ballot. The Initiative plans to meet the national threshold by August, the deadline for next Septem-

ber’s parliamentary election. Getting into parliament would require winning at least four per cent of the vote. There are 

about three dozen nationwide political parties in Sweden, but only eight are represented in parliament. The youngest 

party to break the four-per-cent barrier is the Sweden Democrats, an ultranationalist, anti-immigrant party that was 

founded in 1988 and has been seated in parliament since 2010. 

 

Wernstedt interprets the rise of the Sweden Democrats, like the election of Donald Trump in the United States, as an 

opportunity of sorts: “This is scary, but it shows that people want something new. And we have to take responsibility 

for democracy.” Better yet, Wernstedt wants to reinvent politics. The Initiative’s most important innovation is launch-

ing a party without a program but with two lists. One is a list of six values that the Party espouses: courage, openness, 

compassion, optimism, co-creation, and actionability. The other is a list of three crises that the Party must address: the 

crisis of faith in democracy, the environmental crisis, and the crisis of mental health. Last year, according to Wernstedt, 

Swedes missed more workdays for being mentally unwell than they did for being physically unwell; the leading cause 

of death among people under thirty-five is suicide. Starting next week, the Initiative plans to begin holding workshops 

around Sweden to develop a political program to address the three crises in ways consistent with the six values. 

 

Wernstedt (35) used to work as an international lawyer. Five or six years ago, he told me, he realized that he found his 

outwardly successful life deeply unsatisfying. He started casting about for a meaningful project. One happened to be 

handy: Wernstedt’s grandmother is Nina Lagergren, the half-sister of Raoul Wallenberg, the Swedish diplomat who 

saved tens of thousands of Jews in Nazi-occupied Budapest before vanishing into the Soviet Gulag. Lagergren had 

spent several decades working to find out what happened to Wallenberg and to publicize his plight. When Wernstedt 

was having his crisis of purpose, Lagergren had recently founded the Raoul Wallenberg Academy, a human-rights and 

leadership school for teen-agers. Wernstedt took over the enterprise and, in just four years, he said, expanded it from 

fifty to ten thousand students. Then he travelled the world with his partner, Lemarc Thomas, looking for new ways to 

apply himself. When the couple suggested organizing for L.G.B.T. rights in Kenya, local activists told them to stand 

down. But when they made it to Thomas’s home island of St. Helena they volunteered their services for a referendum 

on same-sex marriage; when that failed, they filed a test case, which is currently pending before the island’s Supreme 

Court. Then they returned to Sweden, and Wernstedt decided to start a political party. 

 

Philosophical inspiration for the project came from the work of Emil Ejner Friis and Daniel Görtz, who together creat-

ed Hanzi Freinacht, an imaginary “philosopher, historian, and sociologist” who lives in seclusion in the Swiss Alps. 

Freinacht blogs at metamoderna.org, where he puts forward ideas of a society based on the principles of metamodern-

ism, a school of thought that purports to succeed postmodernism. Metamodernism combines the hope of modernism 

with the critique of postmodernism. It is both questioning and visionary, and it believes in the future. Most important, 

Freinacht writes, a metamodern politics moves beyond liberal ideas toward shared responsibility for maximizing the 

happiness and health of everyone in the world. Welfare, in metamodern politics, must not merely guarantee material 

well-being and physical health but also “a listening society, where every person is seen and heard.” 

https://www.newyorker.com/news/our-columnists/the-invention-of-a-new-kind-of-political-party-in-sweden
http://metamoderna.org/?lang=en
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A political party born of this philosophy cannot claim to tell people what’s good for them. It is a vessel for their needs 

and desires; otherwise it must be, as Freinacht puts it, “a party about nothing.” Wernstedt and about forty allies began 

the Initiative expecting only to design a new way of creating a party. They quickly discovered, though, that there is 

nothing more difficult than collectively devising a process for collective decision-making. They scrapped the blank 

slate in favour of a few basic starting points: a party leader (Wernstedt), a governing board of seven, and the lists of 

values and crises. 

 

Everything else about the Initiative is expected to emerge from the workshops. The Danish Alternative has followed 

the same process, eventually involving about a thousand people in a series of twenty-five-person workshops led by 

about seventy party facilitators. Facilitators are to the Alternative what field organizers and political consultants are to 

conventional political parties: everything. Few observers in Denmark took the Alternative seriously when it launched, 

in 2013, but just two years later the new party was seated in parliament; this year, it turned in a respectable perfor-

mance in local elections. 

 

The facilitated-workshop process does not end with the drafting of a party platform: the process is ongoing, and it is 

very much the point of the Initiative’s existence. Wernstedt hopes that the process might inspire or engage other par-

ties, eventually transforming the very perception of how democracy works. In his vision, Swedish politicians will then 

stop “talking about whether we need to lower taxes by one per cent or increase taxes by one per cent,” he said, and start 

talking instead about a future in which only about half the population has a job but everyone receives an income, in 

which technological advances and behavioral adjustments have transformed consumption and revolutionized educa-

tion, and in which politics is continuously co-created. 

 

For now, this vision of the future may be confined to the fanciful corners of the Internet and the too-beautiful co-living 

space in Stockholm. Then again, the Sweden Democrats, much like other far-right European parties, seemed marginal, 

even laughable, just a few years ago, and now they are polling third among Swedish parties. Established, conventional 

political parties seem utterly incapable of addressing the gaps in well-being that the far right is so rapidly filling. If an 

effective response to a party like the Sweden Democrats is possible, it will come from those who dare to think differ-

ently—and even strangely—about politics, the future, and the future of politics. 

 

'It's more than a drinking hole': Small community pitch in to buy the only pub in town 
 

Alexandra Treloar and Kellie Hollingworth (ABC Mildura-Swan Hill) 

 

A tiny north-west Victorian community has taken the drastic step of buying their only pub in a bid to stop 

the town from drying up. After its publican died last year there were fears the town of Nandaly would lose 

its only drinking hole, and along with it, the only meeting place. "It left a bit of a hole and left the town 

feeling empty and a bit lost," Dione McGarry said, a local resident and co-owner. "We have mothers' 

groups at the pub, tennis club meetings and Country Fire Association meetings — it's our only place to 

meet." 

With the town's social scene quickly slipping away and isolation a big issue for the town of 39, locals were 

desperate to re-open the pub's doors so they formed a co-op and bought back the pub. After months of reno-

vations the community has now opened the Nandaly Community Hotel just in time for the town's annual 

Christmas celebrations. "I'm not surprised at how much the locals have pitched in," Terry Kylie said, an-

other co-owner. "We have a couple of locals who want to work on the bar and down the track we'll have 

accommodation at the back of the hotel, so eventually we'll employ a full-time worker."  
 
A mental health hub 

 

Ms McGarry said the pub was more than just a place to drink. "We have farmers and fire fighters that live 

here and when they are in high stress situations they are always offered counselling, but they always say, 

'That's what the pub is for'," she said. "It's more than a drinking hole, it's a mental health hub for blokes 

that don't like talking." Men out here don't want to go to professionals, but if they can talk things through, 

whether it's the drought, grain prices or what they had to deal with on the farm that day, it helps them. 

"Even for young mums out on the farm, it can get quite isolating when husbands are on the farm all day, so 

it's a place to take the kids, have a meal and chat." Those thoughts are echoed by Beyond Blue chief execu-

tive Georgie Harman. Ms Harman said farmers and people in remote locations are among those at high risk  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/kellie-hollingworth/8596118
https://www.abc.net.au/milduraswanhill/
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of suicide and self-harm in Australia and these projects are what can help. "Farmers and people who live and 

work in remote areas face many pressures that can affect mental health, including financial stress, social iso-

lation, feelings of stigma and a lack of access to mental health services," Ms Harman said. "Social isolation 

is a recognised risk factor for depression, so maintaining social relationships and social contact can be ben-

eficial. The local pub is an important part of the community for many in rural and regional areas but, of 

course, we would encourage those who drink alcohol to do so in moderation." 

 

Community-owned pubs a growing trend 

The story of the Nandaly Community Hotel is fast becoming a familiar yarn in regional Australia. Locals 

buying back their pub is becoming a revolution and a way to save bush towns from extinction. Down the 

road from Nandaly in the town of Sea Lake where 17 locals pitched in and bought the only pub in town for 

$180,000 at an auction last month. The Top Pub has been closed for the past 18 months and is expected to 

reopen in February. "We hope that it will generate a bit of tourism but it's really just for the locals to have 

somewhere to go," John Clohesy said, one of the co-owners. "It's a meet-and-greet place, a place to have a 

meal and chat. It's a real hub for the community. "Not everyone goes to sporting clubs and when people move 

to the town they can go down there and meet a few people."   One of us has management experience and we've 

got plans for eateries and getting the accommodation up to scratch." 

 

Community-run pubs  

Apsley, Victoria: The small Victorian town of Apsley went from having 30 shops and a well-loved watering 

hole to one open business — the post office. A group of 23 farmers banded together to re-establish the Bor-

der Inn Hotel. 

Boolarra, Victoria: Purchased in September 2016, the Boolarra Community Hotel is owned by over 100 peo-

ple from the community and operated by a board of directors. 

Cavendish, Victoria: Twelve years ago, 18 Cavendish locals got together to buy The Bunyip, which was at 

risk of closing when it was put up for sale. Today there are around 23 community shareholders who own the 

pub. 

Cockburn, South Australia: A group of volunteers in Cockburn — a town of just 19 people — took over the 

Cockburn Hotel and moved the post office inside in 2017 to keep the once-bustling town alive.  

Photo: The 'Top Pub' in the Victorian town of Sea Lake was purchased by 17 locals for $180,000 last month. (Facebook: ABC 

Mildura Swan Hill )  

https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-10-03/small-town-pub-crawl-through-regional-victoria/7890500
https://www.facebook.com/boolarracommunityhotel/
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2017-10-16/volunteers-keep-pub-open-in-south-australia-small-town/9053752
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-12-21/sea-lake-pub-proxy/10639978
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2018-12-21/sea-lake-pub-proxy/10639978
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to purchase a copy: borders@borderlands.org.au call 03 9819 3239 or visit us at 2 Minona Street 

Hawthorn… It’s a really good read which introduces the reader to a story which is still too often ig-

nored or forgotten in this country!  

A place of knowledge about community work & 

community management 

 

Anthill brings together the writing of a range of community ac-

tivists on the local as a focus for social life. It stands in the great 

tradition of popular empowerment, where multicultural and 

working class communities discover a strength that arises from 

solidarity. Anthill points to the pressures that governments 

place on communities, seeking to use them as nodes of control 

and oppression. This tension, between state power and people 

power, marks the pathways that lead to and through the Ant-

hill. 

 

Available from Borderlands for $30.00 including postage. 

To purchase a copy: borders@borderlands.org.au call: 03 

9819 3239 or visit us at 2 Minona Street Hawthorn. 

Alternatively you can purchase online from the resources page 

at http://community.borderlands.org.au 
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The Earthworker Cooperative is strongly 

progressing  in their mission to establish 

renewable energy manufacturing through 

community-owned cooperatives 

 

The project is a powerful, positive and unifying 

endeavour to: 

 revitalise & empower local economies 

    address climate change 

    support local manufacturing jobs 

 assist a 'just transition' from fossil fuel to 

clean renewable energy while producing 

high-quality sustainable products. 

The Australian Living Peace Museum (ALPM) 
 

ALPM is an online museum presenting Australian narratives of peace-making, non-violent social change 

and alternative forms of resistance to war and violence. The ALPM is committed to sound scholarship, a 
participatory framework and community-oriented perspectives. The Museum aims to foster a culture of 

peace reflecting the multidisciplinary nature of peace efforts made personally by individuals and by organi-

sations past and present. It does so in accord with a range of local, national and international contexts 

relating to  disarmament, human rights, ecology, reconciliation (including Indigenous responses to coloni-

sation), education and the growth of international humanitarian law. The Australian Living Peace Museum 

is a volunteer-led, community based organisation. The Museum is a registered cooperative which meets 

on a monthly basis. Membership of the cooperative is open to individuals and organisations 

that agree with its aims. The rules of the cooperative including the aims and to make an application 

for membership can be found on http://livingpeacemuseum.org.au/ALPM/index.php 

Mohamed Mouelhy 7/9/2018 (some basic reminders for ‘us’ when ‘we’ want to talk about peace…) 

 

 The West always forgets that the two world wars were started by it and the atrocities committed in Europe, the 

Middle East, the Far East and Africa were committed by the West.  

 The rape and pillage of the natives in Australia and the Americas were committed by the West.  

 All the battles that have taken place in the Middle East over the last two hundred years were either instigated or 

started by the West in an effort to destroy the Islamic Ottoman Empire.  

 It was the Western Sykes-Picot who divided the Middle East into small dictatorships.  

 It was the West who plotted to replace the Multi-religious Palestine with the apartheid state of Israel who refuses 

to define its borders.  

 It was the British who paid Al Saud 30,000 Pounds a year to fight the Sherif of Macca, yet when he dared to at-

tack the Burami Oasis, which was inside the Saudi Kingdom but occupied by Britain, the alliance was terminated.  

 It was the West who attacked Iraq because it wanted to sell its oil for Euros, the same took place in Afghanistan 

because of the gas pipe that the Taliban Government requested $10 billion for.  

 The destruction of Libya was carried out by the West because It dared to suggest selling oil for Gold.  

 It was the West that created the war in Syria and the Yemen via their Saudi vassals.  

 The Democratically elected government in Egypt was replaced by a military dictatorship again by the help of the 

Saudis who paid the Ex-Egyptian military Attaché in Saudi and now strong man of Egypt $12 Billion to remove 

the elected government.  

 It was the West who created the trumped up charge that Iran is trying to build a nuclear bomb when in reality it 

was a warning because Iran was thinking of selling oil for local currency, while the West does not castigate Brazil 

who is making the same nuclear research because they have no oil to sell for Euros, gold or local currency! 

The West remains taciturn about Israel’s 200 Nuclear bombs. 

Non-Western countries should withdraw from dialogue with the West since the West is using this farce only 

to continue to exploit the poorer countries. The West has always spoken from both sides of its mouth.  
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Being a member of Borderlands is great.  

 

Not only do you get to support one of the most           
down-to-earth, ecologically healthy, sustainably           
conscious, social theory drenched, community             
focused, participatory / democratically in-tune and 
generally wonderful place, you also get membership 

goodies.  

Membership goodies include:  

 Reduced subscription rates to New Community         
Quarterly (the only Community Development             
Journal in Australia)  

 Variable discounts on lectures and workshops 

 Use of Borderlands Spaces for your events,             
meetings, chats*  

 Broadened borrowing opportunities at the 14,000 
volumes (and counting) Borderlands Library.  

 

Now is the time to renew your membership – or             
become a brand-shiny-new member (or shareholder) 
of this wonderful independent network for holistic 
community activism, sustainability and action         

research.  

 

We’d particularly love your membership if you 
have been receiving newsletters and                   

correspondence from Borderlands for a while and 
haven’t yet renewed your membership.  

 

Please help keep Borderlands vibrant and active! 
Membership is easy; just fill out the                                        

‘Membership, Shareholders and Subscribers Form’ at 
the back of this newsletter and send / email it to us! 

Borderlands Cooperative:  

Independent network for holistic  

community activism, sustainability  

and action research 

 

Be a part of a sustainable future! 

By making a gift in your will to Borderlands Cooperative you are 
sustaining your values and ideals into the future. 

Planned financial amounts can be donated for charitable purpos-
es tax-free. And you do not need a great deal of wealth to make 
a difference.  Every dollar helps to keep this non-profit organiza-
tion alive and vibrant.  

Your will is a very important document – it may be difficult to 
think of preparing it now – however, it protects your family and 
your   assets for the future. A will gives you the opportunity to 
decide where your assets and possessions will go and how they 
are to be used. Preparing a legal will can potentially remove un-
necessary stress, expense, and legal problems in future times.  

However, we believe your will can do even more – it can also be 
your legacy, passing on not only physical assets, but also your 
values and ideals. A bequest is as simple as it is powerful; with a 
few words in your will, you can continue to be an advocate for 
community activism, healthy ecologically, sustainability and par-
ticipatory democracy.  

 

A bequest is a gift nominated in your will to one or more non-
profit organizations. Your bequest can take any (or a combina-
tion) of the following forms: 

 Cash 

 A percentage of the overall value of your estate 

 Retirement plan or life insurance beneficiary designation 

 Securities 

 Personal property (artwork, jewellery, etc.) 

 

Due to the complexity of planned giving, we strongly suggest that 
you contact your tax advisor and/or legal advisor to begin the 
process. We encourage you to provide us with a copy of the rele-
vant pages of your will, trust, or beneficiary designation form. All 
information will be kept in our secure files.   

For membership, donations or any other purpose, please contact us: 

Borderlands Cooperative 

PO Box 3079 

Auburn 3123 

Tel: 03 9819 3239 

or: 03 9819 3439 

 borders@borderlands.org.au 
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Please return your completed form to Borderlands Cooperative, PO Box 3079, AUBURN 3123  

1. Your details 

Name ___________________________________________________________ 
                                        

Address__________________________________________________________ 

                          

Suburb ______________________State_______________ Postcode__________ 

 

Email address_____________________________________________________________ 

 

Phone______________________________   Mobile______________________________        

Skills I can contribute  

Use this form to  

 Become a member, share-

holder or subscriber 

 Renew your membership 

 Made a donation 

2. Membership/Shareholder. The primary activities of Borderlands are to provide consulting       
services, meeting spaces and to contribute to supporting ecological, social and cultural  
regeneration and sustainability through collaborative endeavors and critical inquiry. 

All members of the Cooperative are required to be active members.  
Active membership requires: 

 For members payment of annual memberships fees      OR  

 For  shareholders  
 Participate in at least one activity each financial year such as a meeting, or use the space or oth-

er resources of the cooperative       AND/OR 
 Make a donation to further the activities of the cooperative 

I wish  to become a member or renew my membership by:  

 
Payment of membership fee of $_______       

 

 
 

Purchase of _______ share(s) in the Cooperative at $100 each. 
 

Donation of ______________ 

 
Total enclosed as cheque or money order _______________________  

I would like to receive the newsletter by       email             post 
 

(NEW MEMBERS ONLY)    I agree to become an active member of the cooperative. 
 

Signature _____________________________________  Date __________________ 

 Join   

$25 yearly subscription  

$15 concession 

Tick 

here if you 
don’t want to 
receive emails 
on events or  
issues. 

3. Newsletter only   I do not wish to become a member or 
shareholder but would like to receive the newsletter.   

Free by email                  $10 by post  

For office use only 

___________Receipt number 

___________Database updated 

___________Date filed 

Initials _________________ 
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PO BOX 3079 Auburn VIC 3123 

Ph: 03-9819 3239  fax: 03-9819 3439 

Small is Necessary: Shared Living on a Shared Planet 

Anitra Nelson 

 
Does small mean less? Not necessarily. In an era of housing crises, environmental unsustainability and social 

fragmentation, the need for more sociable, affordable and sustainable housing is vital. The answer? Shared liv-
ing - from joint households to land-sharing, cohousing and ecovillages. Using successful examples from a range 

of countries, Anitra Nelson shows how ‘eco-collaborative housing’ - resident-driven low impact living with 
shared facilities and activities - can address the great social, economic and sustainability challenges that house-

holders and capitalist societies face today. Sharing living spaces and facilities results in householders having 
more amenities and opportunities for neighbourly interaction. 

Small is Necessary places contemporary models of ‘alternative’ housing and living at centre stage arguing that 
they are outward-looking, culturally rich, with low ecological footprints and offer governance techniques for a 

more equitable and sustainable future. 
 

Check out Anitra Nelson’s new release here: https://anitranelson.info/ 


